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President’s Corner

Don’t Forget

DXCC CARD CHECKING

The Club meeting is on June 17th at the Viking
Chili Bowl. They have told me that they cannot
hold a table in the back for us anymore. I do
not know why. But, that is okay, we may just
have to wait to get tables close together. Jerry
W9KTP will be the guest speaker again.

Doctor Richard Lochner, K9CIV is our
Official ARRL DXCC Card Checker.
Contact Rich to schedule an appointment
for card checking.

If someone has a better place where we can be
together and hold a meeting, please let me
know as soon as possible and I will investigate
it.

You may email him at k9civ@arrl.net for
details on how to mail your cards to him, if
you desire to go that route.

Do we have any artists or designers? We really
need a good Logo. The one at the end of the
newsletter was the best I could come up with
for the program I had to use.

73
John W3ML
Good DXing!
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Missing Issues of Morsum Magnificat Now Available for Free
Download
05/18/2017
All copies of the English-language version of Morsum Magnificat, the Morse Magazine, are now available
for free download from the website of Lynn Burlingame, N7CFO. This includes the 89 issues published
from 1986 to 2004. Mike Feher, N4FS, was able to provide the missing editions, which Randy Cole, KN6W,
scanned for viewing. The 89 issues of Morsum Magnificat contain more than 4,000 printed pages, covering
all aspects of Morse telegraphy.
The newly available downloads also include “The Story of the Key: The Best of MM-1,” by Louise Ramsey
Moreau W3WRE, which includes a list of American telegraph instrument makers from 1837 to 1900,
compiled by Roger Reinke. In addition, there’s “Key WT 8 Amp Worldwide Survey: The Best of MM–2,”
by Tony Smith G4FAI, an updated and revised version of the 54-page booklet that provides information
about the famous military Morse key, of which more than 100 versions were manufactured in six countries.
Also available: The MM Q & Z Codebook, (English), compiled by Rinus Hellemons, PA0BFN, and Dick
Kraayveld, PA3ALM, publishers of the original Dutch version of Morsum Magnificat. The codebook lists
all Q & Z codes in their original applications, including a copy of the original single-page Q-code guide of
1912.
All copies of Morsum Magnificat or associated publications downloaded from the N7CFO website are for
personal use only and may not be downloaded or distributed for any commercial purpose. — Thanks to
Southgate Amateur Radio News via Tony Smith, G4FAI, co-founder of the English edition of Morsum
Magnificat
“Reprinted with permission, March 2017 QST; copyright ARRL.”
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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QSL Card of the Month
A collection of the old, the new, the rare, the exotic or just interesting QSL Cards

Aves Island
(Isla de Aves)

YVØ
ClubLog 2017: Most Wanted World Rank: #15
Most Wanted North America Rank: #28
CQ zone: 8 ITU Zone: 11
Continent: NA
Location: 15°40′18″N 63°36′59″W
Beam Headings from Northwestern Indiana: 135°/315°
2265 mi / 22594 mi

1987 Aves Island DXpedition

A dependency of Venezuela in the Caribbean, Isla de Aves (Spanish for "Island of Birds"), or Aves Island is 340 miles
north of the mainland and 115 miles southwest of the island of Montserrat.
Since its discovery in 1584, it has been the subject of numerous territorial disputes between the neighboring
independent islands, such as Dominica, and European mother countries of surrounding dependent islands, such as
Great Britain, Spain, Portugal and the Netherlands.
Because of the potential of natural resources in the area, the territorial disputes continue today. Dominica (140 Miles
West) has been especially vocal in its claims.
In 1950, a Venezuelan Navy fleet consisting of two patrol boats and one transport boat were sent to take control of the
island. In 1978, the Venezuelan Navy set up a scientific-naval base named Simón Bolívar on the lee (west) side near
the southern tip of the island. The base is constructed as a platform built on stilts partially in the water and is
permanently inhabited by a group of scientists and military personnel.
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Scientific Naval Base Simón Bolívar
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Aves Island (Isla de Aves)
Aves Island is getting smaller and smaller as time passes and as hurricanes take their toll. Hurricane Allen on August
4, 1980 was particularly severe and reduced the island’s size considerably. In 1968 two scientists carried out a study
on Aves Island and concluded that the island would disappear in the year 2000. Although island did not disappear, the
threat that it may eventually disappear still exists. During hurricanes, the island is often submerged.
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1980
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All access and transportation to the island is controlled/provided by the Venezuelan Navy. The national radio clubs of
the country have been successful in obtaining permission to operate numerous times beginning in 1972. There have
been a number of DXpeditions since then. In 2016, at the invitation of the Navy, a DXpedition (YXØV) was planned
but had to be canceled because of civil unrest (riots) in the parent country. Nearly the entire Venezuelan military has
since been detailed for “internal duties”.
The team had worked hard to put together all the equipment, antennas, computers, cables, etc. and was ready to go.
One of the biggest difficulties was securing food, and personal items to take to Aves. Finding simple things like soap,
or even basic food items can be difficult in Venezuela these days.
- 73’s and Good DX -
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The Ultimate DX
(ET Call Home)
By Steve Mollman-KD9HL
Did you just hear a signal from ET? Astronomers, both professional and amateur are trying to do just that. From the
giant radio telescope observatories at Arecibo in Puerto Rico and Greenbank in West Virginia to amateurs using a
converted TV satellite dish in the back yard, there is a massive ongoing project attempting to do hear such a signal.

The SETI@home project (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence Institute), is a scientific experiment, based at University
of California-Berkeley, that uses Internet-connected computers. The goal is to detect intelligent life outside Earth. SETI,
uses radio telescopes to listen for narrow-bandwidth radio signals from space. Such signals are not known to occur
naturally, so detection would provide evidence of extraterrestrial technology.

Radio telescope received signals consist primarily of noise (from celestial sources and the receiver's electronics) and manmade signals such as TV stations, radar, and satellites. Modern radio SETI projects analyze the data digitally. More
computing power enables searches to cover greater frequency ranges with more sensitivity. Radio SETI, therefore, has an
insatiable appetite for computing power.

Previous radio SETI projects had used telescope located special-purpose Cray supercomputers to do the bulk of the data
analysis. In 1999, vastly increasing its computer power, the UC-Berkeley SETI project began using a virtual
supercomputer composed of large numbers of volunteer Internet-connected home computers.

In the 1998 the BBC reported that an English amateur astronomer had received on his backyard setup, what appeared to
be coherent signals from the star “EQ Pegasi”. The report was later determined to be a hoax. After that debacle, in 2000,
the Rio Scale was developed by astronomers to rate reports of possible intelligent life beyond our planet. The protocol was
introduced at an astrophysics conference in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil hence the name “Rio Scale”.

In astronomy, a situation that mimics a discovery frequently confuses both the public and the professional. Hence the Rio
Scale was developed in an attempt to bring some order to the science. The Rio Scale evaluates two main factors. The first is
the possibility of the signal. A signal from a star a few light years away rates higher than a signal from another galaxy.
The second is the credibility of the reported discovery. A signal heard several times by the Arecibo Observatory would rate
higher than a one-time report from a backyard dish.
Interested in doing a little space exploration while working some DX? There are numerous unused Direct TV/Dish TV
antennas along with their receivers and LNAs available for free. (It seems that when a customer abandons the service, the
satellite provider abandons its equipment also). For information on conversion to a radio telescope, Google “radio
telescope from old satellite dish” and you should find plenty of information.
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Another source is an excellent article in QST by Mark Spencer, WA8SME.

http://www.arrl.org/files/file/ETP/Radio%20Telescope.pdf

Has anything of value been detected in the past two decades, Possibly!

First detected in May 2015 with the RATAN-600 radio telescope in Zelenchuskaya, Russia, there was a possible
extraterrestrial signal originating from a star located 95 light years away from Earth in the constellation Hercules. The
signal was observed only once by only one team using only one telescope. The whole event lasted only two seconds, gave the
signal a Rio scale score of 1 (insignificant) or 2 (low) of its relevance according to the SETI analysis. The Institute believes
the star in question, named HD 164595, is an excellent target to monitor continuously.

 73’’s and Good DX 
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Handy Hint
60 Hz Buzz Killer
If your receiver is plagued with 60/120 cycle buzzing, the BUZZ-KILL from the Four State QRP
Group, PO Box 627, St. Charles, MO 63302, could save your sanity. Designed by Dave Cripe-NMØS,
the BUZZ-KILL is a special audio filter that removes 60-cycle noise and all of its harmonics, beating
them down 40 dB or more.
With the proliferation of electronic power devices, the problem of line-frequency noise has affected
HF communication with QRM. It shows up as a harsh buzzing in the received audio that can
overwhelm the desired signals within a band.
The noise is generated as the 60 Hz power line AC interacts with non-linear electronic components in
the environment to create spectral components every 60 Hz throughout the RF spectrum.
To cancel out this interfering noise, a filter was created that blocks signals at 60 Hz and all harmonics
of 60 Hz. This type of filter is called a “Comb Filter”, and it is implemented by taking two signals
with a differential time delay equal of 16.66 m-sec, the period of 60 Hz.
If you have been suffering with bad line noise QRM, this add-on audio accessory could make a
difference in your rig's reception. It is a drop-in audio filter/audio amp with configurable gain. The
filter is unique - it is not a noise blanker. Instead, it has a notch at 60Hz and at every harmonic of
60Hz, so it should completely null all power line frequency hum and buzz that plagues the HF bands.
All through-hole parts ensure an easy build, there are no SMT parts.
This is a compact, flexible design that can be used as a stand-alone outboard unit, or it can be
integrated into an existing receiver (see manual for details). Its onboard audio amp is capable of
driving a speaker or headphones. Gain is constant from 100 Hz to 5kHz, so it can be used with any
CW, SSB or AM receiver.
Because there are RF oscillators in the circuit, there will be some radiation of 9.00MHz and 11.52
MHz signals. These signals will appear in the receiver as birdies. If the radiation from the board
creates unacceptable interference when applied to your radio, the designer suggests mounting it into a
shielded metal enclosure.
Specifications and Design Features:
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Signal Gain: 0 dB or 20 dB, user selectable
Audio Power: 500 mW into 8 ohms, from 9v supply
Bandwidth: 100 Hz to 5 kHz, with notches every 60 Hz
Max Input Signal: 5.0v p/p
DC Power: 7 to 13 VDC at less than 75 mA
Altoids Compatible: Perfect for SOTA and /P operations.
Easy Build: Nice sized pads and traces make soldering easy. NO SMT parts.
NO Toroids: There are no toroids to wind.
PCB: High Quality, blue solder mask, two sided 2.6"x 1.7" printed circuit board

The cost of the kit is $37.68 (USD) including shipping.
For more information: http://www.4sqrp.com/buzzkill.php
Note 1: We have not tried this accessory and cannot vouch for its effectiveness. This “Handy Hint” is offered only as
information and as a possible solution for those who may have a problem dealing with 60hZ noise. Individual results may
vary.

Note 2: Portions of this article are copyright protected. Thank you to Dave Cripe-NMØS and the Four State QRP Group for
their permission to use that material.

 73’s and Good DX 
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When “New” is not “Better”
In recent months, I’ve been mentoring two new General Class hams. Where possible I have tried to save them money by making
common items as well as coaching them through some general practices of ham radio. Unfortunately, neither had a dummy load to
test and learn how to use their rigs. I checked on the cost of dummy loads. A simple 100-watt unit now costs around $50. Gee
whiz, that’s outrageous.
For decades, I used a 100-watt light bulb. Probably not today’s best choice so I took a chance on a power film resistor.
With the addition of a large heat sink the cost was $13. Add in a quart paint can and some mineral oil, the total was less than $20.

That’s where the good news ends. Testing at 25 watts for 15 seconds and checking temperatures with a cheap pyrometer, the
resistors were toast after two tests. After the first test, the nice 50-ohm resistor climbed to 60 ohms. After the second, it was 100
ohms (and stayed there). I don’t know where they get their 100-watt rating but this is baloney!
Round two, back to old fashioned methods. Basically, I made a sandwich of 50 2.4K 2-watt metal oxide resistors between
two pieces of PC board. Not a novel or new idea but it works. (Yes, I know that works out to 48 ohms but the next choice was
2.7K which works out to 54 ohms.) I used a piece of perf-board as a drilling guide. At $0.19 each for the resistors and some scrap
PC board material the cost stays under $20. At 100 watts for 30 seconds it hardly gets warm.

Until next time,
73’s from Jerry, W9KTP
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Subject: W9DXCC convention (Sept. 15-16)
Dear fellow amateur radio operator and Midwest ham club contact:
It's our hope that you might help us spread the word about the 65th annualW9DXCC DX Convention and Banquet on Sept. 15-16,
2017, in Schaumburg, Illinois. Please consider sharing the following information with your members via e-mail, website or word
of mouth:
(May 21, 2017) - Online registration is now available and much of the program is in place for the 2017 W9DXCC DX
Convention and Banquet in suburban Chicago. This year's keynote speaker will be ARRL President Rick Roderick, K5UR. The
ARRL has approved the gathering as an Operating Specialty Convention. Discounted hotel rooms can also be booked now.
Sponsored by the Northern Illinois DX Association, W9DXCC will also offer Contest University and DX University programs on
Friday, with presentations for new and veteran DXers and contest operators. The daylong session on Saturday will feature
speakers, exhibits, QSL card checking, a CW pileup contest and many valuable prizes. The evening banquet is a time to relax and
enjoy our key note speaker. For non-ham family members, Woodfield Mall, which offers a wide array of shopping, is one traffic
light south of the convention site at the Hyatt Regency Schaumburg, 1800 East Golf Road.
Updates and Registration: http://w9dxcc.com/
For more information: John McCormick, K9KE@arrl.net

For those of you who might like to check out some interesting CW sites, here
is a good link:
http://www.n9bor.us/index.php/ morse-code/morse-code-links
John W9ILY
KH1 - Baker & Howland Islands Looks like the United States Fish and Wildlife Service is open to an upcoming KH1 Baker Island DXpedition. Some details
can be found at
https://www.fws.gov/uploadedFiles/Region_1/NWRS/Zone_1/Pacific_Reefs_Complex/Baker_island/Sections/News/News_It
ems/CD_Baker%20Island%20NWR_Amateur%20Radio_42417.pdf
Until more details keep your fingers crossed and thoughts positive for KH1

Rich, K9CIV
If you're curious about what kinds of solar conditions we can expect on
Field Day, the U.S. Air Force (via NOAA) offers a 45-day forecast that
includes the following predictions for the entire weekend of June 24 and
25:
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products/usaf-45-day-ap-and-f107cm-flux-forecast
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IMPORTANT
Windows XP and Ransomware
Many of our members use older computers running Windows XP as a backup or interfaced with their ham rigs. Some of the
functions used may include logging, rig control, monitoring DX spots and contests.
Security wise, it has been somewhat risky to use Microsoft Windows XP since support for these patches ended on April 8, 2014.
The impact of last month’s ransomware virus has compelled Microsoft to release a security patch for the obsolete operating
system. Because of all the damage caused by the WannaCry ransomware, including many out-of-service Windows XP systems
that many of us may still use, Microsoft has issued Security Patch KB4012598.
You can go to the Microsoft web site (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us) and enter "KB4012598" in the Search box at the top to
find it, or you can use this direct link to the software catalog page. The patch is a simple program (.exe file) that you download,
run once, and then reboot. To verify installation after reboot: Start, Control Panel, Add or Remove Programs. Check the *Show
updates* box at the top, wait a bit, then scroll down to *Windows XP - Software Updates* at the bottom. You should see Security
Update for Windows XP (KB4012598) at the bottom of the list.

UPDATE of Previous Article Above

KH1 BAKER AND HOWLAND ISLANDS UPDATE
It would appear the DX World is one step closer to the approval of a DXpedition to KH1 Baker
Island. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) indicates it may be open to a DXpedition to
Baker Island in the Pacific which has not been activated for 15 years. Baker and Howland
Islands (KH1) are the fourth most wanted DXCC entity worldwide, according to the ClubLog
DXCC Most Wanted List (twelfth most wanted – North America).
On April 24, the FWS released a Draft Compatibility Determination for Amateur Radio
Operation for public review and comment. The comment period ended May 8. No word yet on
when the selection announcement of which team gets to go will be made. Read the complete
press release on the ARRL Web page at:
http://www.arrl.org/news/us-fish-and-wildlife-service-seeks-comments-on-baker-island-dxpedition-compatibility

The DXer and the Technician - Amateur (ham) radio documentary

Article link sent in by Tom W8FIB
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Wish everybody followed it.

I want to thank those that have been sending in articles for the newsletter. All items are
appreciated.
Don’t forget to send in any information you would like to share with the Club members.

Until Next Time,
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73

John
W3ML
http://nwidxclub.weebly.com/
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